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Silicon is present in the body in very small amounts. It is the second most abundant element in the 

earth?s crust, 27,7% by weight, after oxygen.

Description



Water    , Inulin    , Bamboo dryextract  (Bambousa arundinacea (Retz.) Willd., 75% Silicon) 241,99 mg, 

Acid  (Citric acid) , Green nettle dry extract  (Urtica dioica L., 2% silicon) 86,42 mg, Stabiliser  (Xanthan 

gum) , Preservative  (Potassium sorbate)

Ingredients

Take 30 ml a day, using the dosing cup. We 

recommend the intake on an empty stomach. 

Directions

Glass bottle of 1.000 ml (35.1 fl oz)

Presentation

Food supplements should not be used as a substitute for a balanced diet. Do not exceed the expressly 

recommended daily dose. Keep out of the reach of younger children. Store in a cool, dry place.

Warnings

High amount of silicon

The daily amount of Silicon per daily dose is one of the highest in the market, being more than 184 mg 

of silicon per day

Organic Silicon dissolved in water

Organic Silicon dissolved in water is the most easily absorbed form in the intestine. This type of Silicon 

is found in plants and microorganisms that are the only living beings able to transform the mineral 

Silicon into Organic Silicon.

Contribution of Silicon in organic form from dry extracts

In our Organic Silicon, we provide silicon from plants in the form of dry extracts. The presentation of the 

extract allows concentrating the product, which makes obtaining the same result using less quantity. 

The mention of ""dry extract"" refers to a specific extraction process, in which the active principles of 

interest are maintained and impurities and other substances not interesting for that purpose are 

Additional Information



eliminated. The use of plant extracts, has several advantages, with respect to the use of pulverized 

plant:

The content of active ingredients can be known with precision (standardized extracts)

The products based on vegetable extracts are more concentrated than those made with total 

plant dust (Concentrated and easy to take dose)

The assimilation of the active principles alone is easier than the assimilation of the set of 

compounds of a plant. Impurities and fibers present in the total dust.

Standardized extracts

Another of the most important advantages in our formulation is the use of standardized extracts, this 

means that the plants used always provide a known and constant amount of organic silicon. In our 

case, silicon is obtained from two Extracts, which are: Dry Bamboo Extract, with 75% Silica Dry extract 

of Green Nettle, with 2% Silica.

No dyes, flavours or sweeteners

Our Organic Silicon does not contain colorants, flavours, sugars or sweeteners.

 

Allergen-free

Allergen Information

Certifications


